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Introduction 
A long-duration, low-power, and off-resonance spin-locking pulse was incorporated into the CRAZED sequence in order to measure the intermolecular 

double-quantum longitudinal relaxation time 
1 , 

eff

DQT ρ
 in the tilted rotating frame. This modified CRAZED sequence was also appended to a standard fast spin-echo 

imaging sequence (shown in the bracket of Fig. (1)) to form images with 
1 , 

eff

DQT ρ
-weighted contrast. 

Methods 
In Fig. 1, the low-power rf pulse (ω1)y and frequency offset ∆ω constitute an effective spin-locking field 

along the z′ axis of a tilted rotating frame, with an effective frequency 2 2
1( )eω ω ω= + ∆  and a tilt angle 

θ = arctan(ω1/∆ω) with respect to the normal Larmor rotating frame (θ = π/2 for an on-resonance spin-locking 
pulse without frequency offset) [1,2]. The magnetization aligned along the effective field ωe relaxes with a 
relaxation time constant during the locking period TSL. For iDQCs, the final observable transverse 
magnetization becomes [3] 
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Here we define an off-resonance iDQC longitudinal relaxation in the tilted rotating frame, 
1 , 
eff

DQT ρ
. For the 

weak-collision limit, 
1 , 
eff

DQT ρ
 can be written as [1], 
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where a  and b  are coefficients of spectral densities; K is a 
constant including information of local field fluctuation; J0, J1, 
and J2 are corresponding spectral density functions, respectively 
[1]. Equation (2) shows that, in a system of slow-motion 
molecules (such as large macromolecules and biomolecules in 
vivo), the dominant term at low frequency is J0(2ωe) and J0(ωe). 

MRI studies were performed on a 600-MHz Varian Inova 
NMR spectrometer. A phantom was made from water-based 
agarose gels in two tubes of different internal diameters, with 
2.5% (W/V) gel in the inner compartment and 1% (W/V) in the 
outer one. The measurement parameters were as follows: TR = 3 
s, FOV = 6 mm × 6 mm, slice thickness = 0.5 mm, echo train 
length (ETL) = 4, and matrix size = 64 × 64.  

A mice tail was placed in a standard 5-mm NMR tube and 
imaged in the sagittal plane. FOV = 10 mm × 5 mm, slice 
thickness = 0.3 mm, matrix size = 128 × 64, ETL = 4, TR = 5 s, 
and echo spacing = 7 ms. The correlation gradient with strength 
G of 128 mT/m and duration δ of 1 ms was applied along the z 
direction. A four-step phase-cycling scheme was used to remove 
residual conventional SQC signals. 

Results and discussion 
Figure 2 shows the phantom images with contrast weighted 

by 
1 , 

eff

DQT ρ
 or T2,DQ. It shows that the decay of signal intensity of 

the T2,DQ-weighted images is much faster than that of the 

1 , 

eff

DQT ρ
-weighted ones. With the decrease of tilt angle θ, the relaxation time 

1 , 

eff

DQT ρ
 

tends to increase in the two regions of the phantom. Figure 3 shows a series of 
images of a mice tail with varying duration of the locking field. The corresponding 
relaxation times measured from the ROIs were summarized in Fig. 4. Figure 4(a) 
shows that, with the increase of effective spin-locking frequency ωe, the measured 
relaxation times 

1 , 

eff

DQT ρ
 of both cartilage and muscle increase. Figure 4(b) shows 

that the decrease of the tilt angle significantly increases the value of relaxation time 

1 , 

eff

DQT ρ
, and the tilt angle alter the contrast between two types of tissues when a fixed 

ωe is used. Therefore, both the tilt angle θ and the effective spin-locking frequency 
ωe can be used as controllable parameters to manipulate image contrast. The 
off-resonance spin-locking imaging technique reduces the absorption of rf energy 
and is potentially feasible for clinical applications. 
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FIG. 2. Images of an agarose-gel phantom.
(a1)-(a5) images acquired with the
spin-locking duration TSL of 10, 30, 50, 70,
and 90 ms, respectively, and a tilt angle
θ =80° and spin-locking frequency ω1=
8.97 kHz; (b1)-(b5) and (c1)-(c5) same as
(a1)-(a5) with  the tile angles θ = 70° and
θ = 60°, respectively; d1)-(d5) the
T2,DQ-weighting images acquired with the
evolution time τ of 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90
ms, respectively. 
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FIG. 4. (a) The relaxation times 
1 , 

eff

DQT ρ
 measured in the ROIs from the 

images of the mice tail at a fixed tile angle of 70° and varied ωe. (b) The 
measured 

1 , 

eff

DQT ρ
 at a fixed ωe and varied tile angles, plus the measured

*
2,DQT - and T2,DQ values. 

FIG. 3. Sagittal images of a mice tail sample.
(a1)-(a5) the images for a tilt angle θ = 70° and 
an effective spin-locking frequency ωe= 8.71 
kHz with varied duration TSL of 5, 10, 16, 24, 
34 ms, respectively; (a6)-(a10) the T2,DQ-
weighting images with varied τ of 5, 10, 16, 24, 
and 34 ms, respectively. 

FIG. 1. Pulse sequence for forming iDQC images 
weighted by the off-resonance longitudinal 
relaxation in the tilted rotating frame.  
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